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many thanks! Simple techniques. Will not promise you to teach your child in a single day, but breaks up the
procedure into smallest actions and gives advice for each, quite thorough. She was outgrowing diapers and
bigger ones are very expensiveTook us 4 months, alot of work charting when she removed, but finally the
light continued for pee and another three months for poo. Potty Journey This book is incredible! But if
that does not describe your child, then this book most likely isn't going to be as helpful for you either. our
child is day potty trained This book was wonderful. It takes dedication, consistency, and perseverance, but
the payoff is really worth it. I buy into the additional review, this book supports eliminating training and
ideas to put child on potty which she did not like. We also earned tables, ipad, ate meals there after we
tracked her moments bc she did not want to go. Again after four a few months the lightbulb went on. So
worth the excess effort and time and lost summer. Much less helpful if ABA fails well with your kiddo The
Potty Trip is a book aimed towards helping parents of special needs kiddos work with their kiddos to
achieving potty independence. Five Stars About to get started on the trip with my 4season old non verbal
Autistic Son! Our beautiful boy, who has a more complicated convergence of diagnoses, conditions, and
syndromes, and is known as by most actions to be low working in many respects, had zero problem
whatsoever determining the ABA methods were an effort to control his behavior. She was fully potty been
trained in just four weeks!So ABA strategies have limited usefulness with him, regardless of just how much

he loves a specific motivator. The program was great, but we didn't work with a lot of the ideas. Therefore
we found this book to possess limited usefulness for our particular situation.pretty much he has to be in
the mood to cooperate with you regardless of what you're offering him or you get nothing.. I believe it
could be much more useful to a family group with a kid who responds well to ABA.Book is simple and fast to
learn. Great practical book The ideas in this book caused success within days here! I had almost abadndoned
potty schooling my disabled daughter, however now she is almost totally trained! great help The book was
recommended by my son's occupational therapist. It includes a lot of good advice. Our aicardi /autistic girl
was bot educated at six, so six . 5 wr tried this (reserve says at the very least it is possible to elimination
train a particular needs child over 4). I liked the charts that you can use to record progress. It is well
written and well organized. He's not really autistic, but has various other special needs.. I think just being
focused and lastly setting my mind to it and letting him know this is what we were doing caused the
success. There are a great number of guidelines in the publication, though. She actually is not night time
yet, but we have been so much closer and saving cash and grief. My grandson offers fragile X syndrome,
and he does not have any interest in potty training at five-years older. This reserve is FOR HIM! Good, but
mostly good sense We bought this publication when my child was 4 yrs . old and still had no interest in going
to the potty. Many thanks to the author. wonderful resource Top researcher of this type. Must have for
educators and households working on potty schooling with college students with disabilities. It offers great
information, a great deal of suggestions, and charts for data. Invaluable We struggled with potty training
our special needs girl for a couple years. Five Stars It took some time to receive this publication. And boy,
will he not like that. Of program may not work for all but after 7 months, we are so much closer to fully
pottt educated. The backbone of the method contained in this publication is ABA (used behavioral
evaluation).!! She was 6 years old when we started using the techniques described in this book. It has been
very useful for our granddaughter with cp Potty Training We have a special needs child and by using this as
a guide line we are on our way to potty teaching my grandson Great resource! Exceptional resource for
teachers and parents. Especially helpful for children they are not trained by 3 years old and also have special
needs.
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